
name code ects language description

French : Core course 09.1VIII60AI05_07e 8 French

Presenting basic elements of French 

grammar through practical written and oral 

exercises; Using several forms of documents 

(short texts, pictures…) to activate basic 

speaking skills in French; Learning French as 

a foreign language through combined 

exercises (listening and speaking/writing, 

reading…)

History of French 

Literature (from XVIII 

century to 1945)

09.2VIII60AI05_08a 4 French
Presenting French literature of the 18th, 

19th, and 20th centuries: main authors

Introduction to (French) 

linguistics
09.2VIII60AI05_9a 2 French The theory od Linguistics applied to French

Foreign language 

acquisition
09.2VIII60AI05_9b 4 French

Lectures presenting the theories and 

practical challenges of acquiring a second 

language

Translation exercise 09.4VIII60AI05_13c 2 Polish or English / French

Theory and practice of translation from and 

into French with examples taken from 

French-speaking literature and media

Italian language: 

vocabulary skills
09.1VIII02AI02_23 5 Polish or English / Italian

Learning Italian as a foreign language 

through combined exercises (listening and 

speaking/writing, reading…)

name code ects language description
French : Core course 09.1VIII60AI05_07e 8 French Presenting basic elements of French 

History of French 

Literature (from XVIII 

century to 1945)

09.2VIII60AI05_08a 5 French
Presenting French literature of the 18th, 

19th, and 20th centuries: main authors

Translation exercise 09.4VIII60AI05_13c 2 Polish or English / French

Theory and practice of translation from and 

into French with examples taken from 

French-speaking literature and media

Italian language: 

vocabulary skills
09.1VIII02AI02_23 6 Italian

Learning Italian as a foreign language 

through combined exercises (listening and 

speaking/writing, reading…)

Italian language: history 

and civilization
09.1VIII02AI02_21 3 Italian

A survey about Italian culture, history, 

civilization

I degree 

2nd year 

3rd term

I degree 

2nd year 

4th term



name code ects language description

French : Core course
09.1VIII60AI05_07d

7 French

Presenting elements of French grammar 

through practical written and oral exercises; 

Using several forms of documents (short 

texts, pictures…) to activate speaking skills 

in French; Learning French as a foreign 

language through combined exercises 

(listening and speaking/writing, reading…)

History of French 09.2VIII60AI05_08a 5 French Presenting French literature of the 18th, 

Translation exercise 09.4VIII60AI05_13c 6 Polish or English / French

Theory and practice of translation from and 

into French with examples taken from 

French-speaking literature and media

Didactics of French as a 

Foreign Language
09.9VIII60AI05_14g 3 French

Didactic theories, work methods and 

learning strategies, as well as teaching 

materials that are suited for the teaching of 

French on elementary school levels. 

Italian language: 

vocabulary skills
09.1VIII02AI02_23 6 Italian

Learning Italian as a foreign language 

through combined exercises (listening and 

speaking/writing, reading…)
Italian language: 

culture studies
09.1VIII02AI02_22 3 Italian

A survey about Italian culture and society, 

life and institutions

name code ects language description

French : Core course
09.1VIII60AI05_07d

5 French

Presenting elements of French grammar 

through practical written and oral exercises; 

Using several forms of documents (short 

texts, pictures…) to activate speaking skills 

in French; Learning French as a foreign 

language through combined exercises 

(listening and speaking/writing, reading…)

Translation exercise 09.4VIII60AI05_13c 7 Polish or English / French

Theory and practice of translation from and 

into French with examples taken from 

French-speaking literature and media

Didactics of French as a 

Foreign Language
09.9VIII60AI05_14g 4 French

Didactic theories, work methods and 

learning strategies, as well as teaching 

materials that are suited for the teaching of 

French on elementary school levels. 

Italian language: 

vocabulary skills
09.1VIII02AI02_23 10 Italian

Learning Italian as a foreign language 

through combined exercises (listening and 

speaking/writing, reading…)

I degree 

3rd year 

5th term

I degree 

3rd year 

6th term


